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Chimps and Dolls

In a Ugandan forest, primatologists 

Sonya Kahlenberg and Richard 

Wrangham see chimpanzees toting 

sticks—for fun. “Usually when a chimp 

carries an object,” says Kahlenberg, 

“it has a function.” Yet new analysis 

of 14 years of observations suggests 

these apes are playing with dolls. 

Such stick carrying has been seen 

regularly only in this community, 

so it’s likely a learned behavior. 

The game is passed from one juve-

nile to another—social networking, 

chimp-youth style. —JB

Sky Rivers A forecaster points to a bright weather 
system on a map and warns of torrential rain and fl ooding. But it’s no 
hurricane. It’s an atmospheric river, or AR, fi rst seen clearly via satel-
lite data in the 1990s. “We now know that ARs are the primary cause 
of fl ooding in the West Coast states,” says NOAA’s Marty Ralph. 

Water-vapor superhighways 300 miles wide and more than a 
thousand miles long, ARs can, in a single day, move up to 20 times 
the Mississippi River’s daily discharge. Last winter one stalled in Cali-
fornia. Six days later 26 inches of rain and 15 feet of snow had fallen.

Now experts are working ahead. A recent what-if test, in which an 
AR swamped California, predicted $735 billion in losses. Says Ralph, 
“We’re preparing for the Katrina of the West.” —Juli Berwald

Forecasters use microwave 
data from satellites to predict 
where atmospheric rivers 
will make landfall. Th is AR 
is trained on California.
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Dolls Tools

Pieces of wood 
used as dolls are 
thicker than 
pieces used to 
probe for honey. 


